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ABSTRACT 
 
This study discuss various government programs in Telangana, highlighting 
their strengths and weaknesses. The Rythu Bandhu program is noted as being 
more expensive due to lack of limitations, leading to potential misuse. Similarly, 
the Rythu Bhima program is praised but criticized for not being enforced at 
specific times. Asara pensions are commended, but the misuse by ineligible 
candidates is a concern. The Kalyana Lakshmi and Shaadi Mubarak programs are 
seen as beneficial but susceptible to misuse. The Dalita Bandhu program receives 
mixed feedback, with beneficiaries satisfied but non-beneficiaries opposed. BC 
Bandhu is criticized for not reaching grassroots levels effectively. Mission 
Kakatiya and Mission Bhagiratha are recognized as good programs, but concerns 
about fund misuse and infrastructure issues are raised. The Medigadda lift 
irrigation project is noted for its high cost and recent infrastructure problems. 
Other programs such as Abhaya Hastam, Amma Vodi, Arogyasri, Amrutha 
Hastham, free bus passes, double bedroom program, free electricity supply, and 
LPG cylinder subsidies are also discussed in terms of their implementation 
challenges and potential negative impacts. The abstract provides a 
comprehensive overview of the various government programs in Telangana, 
highlighting both their positive aspects and areas for improvement. 
 

 

1. Introduction 
 

 

In the modern era all states were free from colonial rule the 70% 

of world occupied by Britisher’s gradually by the fighting of 
various states in the world for their existence strengthened and 
fought against British colonial rule India is also one of the 
country among the freedom fighting eventually it was freed 
from colonial rule . After free India it was divided into several 
states in the I SRC and II SRC. The Telangana was also separated 
from Nizam rule in the beginning according to Indian 
constitution the provincial state freed from Nizam’s dictator 
rule in the year 1948 September 17 after that the princely state 
merged with Indian Union and on the basis  of language the 
princely state of Hyderabad associated with the Andhra 
Pradesh after several discussions ,debates union government 
has appointed Sri Krishna Commission to solve issue of 
Telangana movement first phase was started in the year 1969 
and second phase or last phase started in the year 2001, after 
formation of Telangana state 2014 later TRS came into power in 
general elections they were introduced several populist 
programmes and policies for the welfare of Telangana people. 

They are Rythu Bandhu, Rythu Bheema, Asara pensions, 
widow, old, and Handicapped or Disabled persons pensions,   
Kalyana Lakshmi, Shaadi Mubarak, , Dalita Bandhu, BC 
Bandhu, Mission Kakatiya, Mission Bhageeratha, Medigadda 
lift irrigation, Abhay Hastam, Ammavodi, Arogyasri, 
Amrutahastham,  Crop loan to farmers, Free bus facility to 
women passengers to travel anywhere in the state, Double 
bedroom houses, 200 units free power supply ,500 rupees for 
one Gas cylinder etc. In this matter advantages and 
disadvantages policies in Telangana State. The implementation 
of policies and programmes may be how much influenced of 
life of Telangana people we can be able to understand easily the 
impact of welfare policies and result of possibilities not only 
that advantages and disadvantages of policies. The aim is to 
understand the status of Telangana's policies, developments, 
and the analysis of government-implemented welfare schemes. 
 

2. Materials and Methods 
 
     Rythu Bandhu, Rythu Bheema, Asara pensions widow, old 
age, handicapped or disabled persons, lonely women, Kalyana 
Lakshmi, Shaadi Mubarak, Dalita Bandhu, BC Bandhu, Mission 
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Kakatiya, mission Bhageeratha, Medigadda lift irrigation,  
Abhaya Hastam, Ammavodi Arogya Sri, Amrutahastham, Free 
bus facility to women passengers to travel  any where  in the 
state, Double bedroom houses, 200 units free power supply ,500 
rupees for one gas cylinder etc 
 
Rythu Bandhu popularised programme for farmers in 
Telangana no restriction on implementing programme, small 
and big farmers can  also eligible to claim two seasons in a year 
[that is crop season kharif and Rabi] receiving formers without 
limitations of their land owners  approximately 37000 crores per 
year sanctioning to formers to strengthen their field this help 
may be called welfare of farmers it can reduce farmers suicide 
next programme is rythu bheema. It is a crop loan to farmers if 
any crop failed it may be full fill needy farmers loss up to 2 lakh 
for farmers, Aasara pension like old age ,widows, lonely 
woman, handicapped pensions may fulfil their needs in the 
month like 2016, 3016 ,2016 and etc. 
 
Kalyana Lakshmi and shaadi Mubarak programmes  is useful 
to needy SC ST's married youth and Muslim married youth 
approximately sanctioned per one couple rupees 100116.00 only 
marriage benefits for poorest and helpless people will get 
benefits according to their needs, the dalitha  Bandhu is also a 
good scheme for only SC communities  are living in the state up 
to 10 lakhs aid will be handed over to concerned families, BC 
Bandhu recently introduced for BCs about BPL families 
Rs.100000.00 help only, mission Kakatiya is a famous and 
prestigious programme which was introduced by Telangana 
government digging of lakes cleaning spreading scope of lake 

and length of Lake ,restoration of lakes in the state with full pot 
of water in the lakes are main aim it may be useful to enhance 
crop levels and as a result state may be filled with crops. 
Mission Bhagiratha is also another project and policy of 
government it reached root levels and solved water problems 
before formation of Telangana the people of Telangana faced 
highly and severe water crisis not only in the summer season 
even though in other seasons it is highly appreciated 
programme now people can taking water in their  home only 
through his/her own tap, medigadda lift irrigation project 
policy is a storage of water and reverse lift irrigation project 
constructed on Godavari river for full fill water facility to all, 
Abaya Hastam was also a helpful programme to needy  people. 
 
        Ammavodi is a famous and useful programme   for   
pregnant lady to facilitate safe delivery at government hospitals 
and giving necessary items to newly born children in hospitals 
of Telangana and sending or dropping them safely in their 
home pick up and drop is good accommodation facility for poor 
people irrespective of all communities. Arogyasri is also a good 
programme and policy can diagnosis and cure through this 
policy the identified diseases can solved and good treatment 
may arranged at free cost of patients were recovered at 
corporate hospitals. Amrutha hastham recently introduced for 
school children at 11:00 a.m. in the school of Telangana many 
students are utilizing this scheme at school level. Free bus 
facility programme it is a good policy for women community in 
the state they can travel anywhere in the state from one place to 
another place at any time women community is utilizing 
recently introduced programme of Telangana. Double bedroom 

  

  

Figure-1. Farmers and leaders in Telangana stage protest on highways against Rythu Bandhu scheme 
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is a good programme introduced by Telangana government for 
those who are living without any land it is a specialized 
separate programme for BPL families. Up to 200 units free 
power supply to BPL and white card house hold families can 
utilize this .Rs.500.00 for one cylinder of LPG may be useful to 
lower community those who are living in the backward area 
and BPL families. 
 

3. Results and Discussions 
 
3.1 Examine Disadvantages of Welfare Policies In Telangana 
 
       Rythu Bandhu is a more expensive programme due to no 
limitations this policy is misused and all are claimed. Rythu  
Bhima is good programme but not enforces in particular time. 
Asara pensions are also good but  ineligible candidates are also  
utilizing policy negligence will also identified in work. Kalyana 
Lakshmi, shaadi Mubarak program is good but misused by so 
many families. Dalita bandhu only party organizing members 
are claiming others are against to government, beneficiaries are 
satisfied non beneficiaries opposed, policy negativity identified. 
BC Bandhu is not reached at grassroots level nominal progress 
were identified. Mission  
 
      In 2018, thousands of farmers in six districts of Telangana 
organized road blockades, obstructing the Karimnagar to 
Khammam-Bhadrachalam highway, to express their discontent 
over the omission of 15 lakh genuine cultivators, such as tenant 
and indigenous farmers, from the state's 'Rythu Bandhu' 
program. They also protested against the distribution of public 
money to absentee landlords and business people and 
demanded comprehensive support for farmers, including 
remunerative prices and debt relief," Rythu Swarajya Vedika, 
an NGO that works with farmers, said in a press release. The 
protests which took place in Karimnagar, Warangal (Urban and 
Rural), Mahbubabad, Kothagudem and Khammam districts 
were jointly organized by various farmer organisations and 
supported by political parties including Professor 
Kodandaram's Telangana Jana Samithi (TJS) and Left parties 
(Figure-1). The farmers also demanded the implementation of 
the 2011 Licensed Cultivators Act to grant recognition to all 
cultivators including tenant farmers. At Elkaturti in Warangal 
(Urban) district, around 2,000 farmers held skits, songs and 
other programs in a demonstration which blocked the highway. 
 
      Kakatiya is a good program but identified misusing funds 
nominal work was progressed. Mission Bhagiratha is a good 
programme but new pipeline had reached every line in the 
village street, Wada, galli, through this roads repaired 
damaged. Medigadda lift irrigation project highly would have 
as cost but in practice recently 3 or more pillars of dam downfall 
identified no use of crores of rupees spent on medigadda 
project. Abhaya hastam partially implemented for different 
professionals did not achieve its goal. Amma vodi policy is 
good but in implementing corruption identified. Arogyasri is 
good programme but only strengthen corporate hospitals, if 
recruit and strengthen facilities at PHC level then local needs 
full filled but it was neglected  Amrutha Hastham is a vast 
programme in implementing  raised so many difficulties. Free 
bus pass facility to women passengers to travel anywhere in the 
state as a result small workers like autos, cabs drivers neglected 
the lost their employment in implementing so many rupees for 
day to spent on free bus approximately 7 crores per day 
expenditure needed and loss. Double bedroom programme 
succeed in one or two particular areas, not achieved its goal. 200 
units free current supply to the households not possible in 
practise. 500.00 Rs/-. subsidy LPG cylinder is while 

implementing policy so many issues may raise and also subsidy 
programmes may be caused to being uncertainty, imbalance 
while implementing policies in Telangana. 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
      Anyway all populist programmes and policies are only 
meant for came into power any party may be they are in  crisis 
they doesn't know what to do what not to do present country 
60% debts are there while running the government as well as in 
the state of Telangana is also facing financial crisis. So 
eventually world experiences like Sri Lanka's Venezuela 
countries are severely under crisis due to un capable promises 
to voters an attracting for power here is comment of Aristotle 
‘’Economic inequalities has caused to revolutions’’ and 
absolutely perverted governments could be in dangerous, so 
rulers must mind it when give promises to voters which are 
possible policies, otherwise the concept of welfare state  may be 
in difficulty. 
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